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For many years Erin Devlin of The Kiwi Puppet Company has supplied her 
unique wildlife puppets and childrenʼs books to schools and early childhood 
institutions around New Zealand.  The highlight for Erin in recent times has 
been entertaining thousands of kiwi kids with fun environmental puppet 
performances, which she has based on two of her popular NZ stories, As 
Kuku Slept, Good Morning, Good Night and Oh, No Mister Possum.
Wanting to add a bit of ʻzingʼ to her conservation messages she wrote and 
recorded ʻThe Possum Songʼ CD followed by her latest book ʻOh No Mister 
Possumʼ (which includes a CD of this song).  Mister Possum and Erinʼs other 
puppets, books and CDʼs can be found either by visiting her website or in 
selected stores around New Zealand. 

ʻAs Kuku Sleptʼ: 
One moonlit night Kingi Kereru wakes to find a possum trying to raid the nest 
of his precious baby Kuku.  As he and his mate Queenie, chase the possum 
away, they discover hundreds, then thousands then millions of possums, all 
gorging on leaves and berries, and stealing eggs and chicks from nests...
Puppets to use with this story: Possum and 051 ʻKukuʼ Kereru and/or you can 
choose 052 Adult Kereru and/or 051N ʻKukuʼ in the Nest hand puppets.

ʻGood Morning, Good Nightʼ: (includes Story CD)
Little Kiwi is finding his food and playing lots of fun games but he doesnʼt 
realise that his ʻdaytimeʼ is night-time for most of his friends.  Read and listen 
to Erin Devlinʼs delightful rhyming story about a young kiwi discovering not all 
his friends are awake at the same time as him.  Includes CD with readings in 
English and Maori of this story as well as readings of Erinʼs popular book ʻAs 
Kuku Sleptʼ, also in English and Maori.
Puppets to use with this story: 016 Kiwi hand puppet and or 059 Morepork 
and 025 Tui hand puppets.  These three characters are also available in 
finger puppet size and lovely for little children to interact with the story.

ʻOh, No Mister Possum!ʼ:
(A CD containing ʻThe Possum Songʼ is included with this book)
When Mister Possum and his GREEDY family refuse to change their diet of 
luscious New Zealand trees a plan is hatched to return these HUNGRY 
visitors to their native Australia. 
Puppet to use with this story: Possum hand puppets are available in either 
natural or brown colours with long bushy tails.  The perfect complement to this 
story and song

When Erin visits your school during ʻAuthorʼ, ʻBookʼ or ʻConservation Weekʼ 
or, just simply for some interactive performances (sheʼs very adaptable!)  she 
will arrive some 15 minutes prior to the first performance to set up her ʻNZ 
Bush Sceneʼ which she creates with authentic bush props.  These 
performances usually last 35-40 minutes each and can be adapted to various 
ages and are suitable for New Entrants, Junior and/or Middle Year Students.


